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1. Introduction
Stagflation is a comparatively new (35 – 40 years)
feature of the advanced market economy. The 2007 –
2012 Global Financial Crisis – which was labeled by some
authors (Whalen, 2012) as the „Great Recession” – has
reminded again about this phenomenon (Alattar, 2011).
All famous theories of stagflation – Monetarist, New
Classical, and Traditional Keynesian ones – have one
common point. According to all these theories stagflation
is generated by exogenous factors: the government policy
or (adverse) supply shocks. We shall try to show in this
paper that stagflation can be endogenously inherent to
the modern advanced market economy. In order to make
it we will follow the Post Keynesian approach. In
particular, this approach emphasizes both the very
important role of debt in the process of business cycles
and a cyclical character of the money supply dynamics
(Palley, 2002).
The starting point is that the modern advanced
economy is the “inside money economy” (Dow and Earl,
1982, ch. 9). A huge part of the money supply is the
(private) credit money, that is, both asset and liability of
the private sector. In other words, in the inside money
economy money is simultaneously a debt. Such money
has endogenous nature: stock of inside money „… is
determined by the demand for bank credit, and the latter
is causally dependent upon the economic variables that
affect the level of output” (Fontana, 2003, p. 292).
The fact that money is a debt complicates many
relationships between macroeconomic variables. On the
one hand, monetary aggregates are the only means of
financing expenditures. The more is the money supply,
the more are aggregate expenditures, and aggregate
demand will be. On the other hand, money is a debt, and
the liquidation of this debt can absorb a lot of financial
resources. In other words, the more is stock of the
outstanding debts (inside money) and the closer is
maturity date, the less financial resources available for
the expenditures will be. It turned out, that the relation
between macroeconomic situation and the (inside) money
stock is ambiguous.
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This ambiguity appears in the phase of slump of
the business cycle. As Minsky (1977; 1986) has showed,
the slumps in the modern advanced economies are the
causes and the consequences of the inability of the
business sector to meet cash payments commitments
that grow out of debts borrowed in the phases of
expansion and boom. The goals and purposes of the
majority of the households and the firms may be changed
during the slump. The immediate redemption of debts
becomes the main purpose of many agents in this phase
of the business cycle. Such change in the goals and
purposes can alter relationships between the main
macroeconomic variables in the output market and lead
to the stagflation.
We will describe it in the Section 2. The Section 3
considers the role of the money market for the process
of stagflation. The Section 4 touches upon the link
between the inside money economy and oligopolistic
competition. The Section 5 mentions about one of the
forgotten conceptions by Keynes. This conception is
relevant for our theme and supplements our approach.
The Section 6 concludes the paper.
2. The Output Market
a) The relationship between aggregate demand and
the price level. The mainstream macroeconomic theory
proves the presence of negative slope of aggregate
demand curve by means of Pigou effect, Keynes effect
and net export effect. But Keynes effect (the price level –
the demand for money – the interest rate – investment –
aggregate demand) can be negligible if investments are
driven first of all by animal spirits and the state of
confidence. When trade barriers are strong, then the net
export effect (the influence of the price level on the export
and the import) also does not matter. In the phase of
slump Pigou effect (the price level – the real money
supply – consumption – aggregate demand) is outweighed
by Fisher effect. This effect consists in the increase in
the real debt burden because of the fall in the price level.
Such increase causes the wave of bankruptcies and
economic collapse (Fisher, 1933; Minsky, 1986; see also
Wray and Tymoigne, 2008). It is clear, that it is in the
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phase of contraction that Fisher effect plays the enormous
role. We believe that in this phase of business cycle Fisher
effect may become more than the sum of Pigou, Keynes
and net export effects. The slope of aggregate demand
curve can be a positive in the phase of slump. The idea
of positive relationship between the price level and
aggregate demand under the inside money was already
put forward in “non-Neoclassical” economic literature
(Fazzari and Minsky, 1984; Caskey and Fazzari, 1986).
We stress the importance of the phase of slump for the
emergence of this unusual relationship.
b) The relationship between aggregate supply and
the price level. As we mentioned above, the business
firms in the phase of contraction try to liquidate their
debts immediately. We believe that the firms do not
maximize profit in that situation. Really, the business sector
aspires quickly to earn revenue which is sufficient for
the redemption of the debts. It means that the fall (rise)
of the price level causes the firms to increase (decrease)
output for the provision of this sufficient amount of
revenue (Nozdran and Berezin, 1993). In other words,
the relationship between aggregate supply and the price
level can be a negative in the phase of slump. The reasons
for this appear especially when households as owners of
resources also desire (first of all) to redeem their debts.
We shall explain this relationship in the end of this section.
Such transformations of these essential
macroeconomic relationships are the key to the
explanation of the endogenous nature of stagflation in
the inside money economy. The domination of inside
money alters economic behavior in the phase of
contraction. In this situation any adverse demand shocks
(caused by the collapse of investment or consumption
confidence, the rise in the liquidity preference, the increase
in the thriftiness, the share prices crash etc.) may not
only generate the decrease in output, but also become
the reason for the price level rise. It means that the
inevitable (during the slump) negative demand shocks
automatically lead to stagflation. In this fashion the
stagflation is inherent to the inside money economy. It
takes place without both adverse exogenous supply
shocks and the government stabilization policy.
We must, however, point out that these stagflationary
processes are not long-lasting. After the liquidation of the
debts and/or mass bankruptcies of the business firms the
relationships both between the price level and aggregate
demand and between the price level and aggregate supply
become „normal”, „traditional”. Under these „normal”
relationships the endogenous sources of stagflation fade
away because the necessity of the debts redemption is not
already dominating factor in the behavior of the firms and
the households. If, however, the process of paying debts
continues in the „post-depression” and recovery phases,

some „unusual” macroeconomic relationships, possibly,
matter. In this situation Fisher effect may become less
than other (Keynes, Pigou and net export) effects, but the
negative relationship between aggregate supply and the
price level can persist. The business firms will decrease
prices or inflation rates in order to induce the increase in
demand, supposing that current level of that is low. The
example is the US economy in the 1980s: stagflation of
the 1980 – 1982 was offset by disinflationary expansion
in the 1982 – 1990.
In other words, the increase in aggregate demand
in the „post-crash” phase removes the threat of the mass
bankruptcies wave and weakens Fisher effect
importance; but at the same time, the redemption of
financial obligations, as before, is the big problem for
many businesses. Firms try to decrease the prices and
increase the output, because they aspire to provide not
maximal profit but sufficient amount of revenue. When
such measures are accompanied by the aggregate demand
increase, disinflationary expansion takes place. The
necessary conditions for it are rooted in the use of roll
over credit, derivatives and other means to avoid the
bankruptcy without the final redemption of the debts.
The application of such instruments is a consequence of
the financial evolution (creation of new monetary
aggregates, new banking „practices” etc). It is in the
inside money economy that financial evolution is
developing and accelerating (Simons, 1936; Minsky,
1957; Chick and Dow, 1988; Niggle, 1991; Arestis and
Howells, 1992; Nozdran and Berezin, 1993; Wray, 2009).
Broadly speaking, we believe, that the speed of the final
redemption of debts negatively depends upon (a) the
aggregate inside money stock in the economy, (b) the
ratio of long-term debts to short-term debts. At the same
time, the frequency of the appearance of the „debt
bankruptcies” threat positively depends upon the former
factor and negatively upon the latter factor. Caskey and
Fazzari (1986) have brilliantly described the importance
of the latter factor.
We must take into account, however, that if
disinflationary expansion is not accompanied by the final
liquidation of debts or even is tied up with the additional
inside money creation, new financial crisis becomes
inevitable. As Wolfson (1995) has showed, economic
recession in the USA in the 1990 – 1992 was generated
first of all by the enormous amount of the credit market
outstanding debt. Similarly, the 2007 – 2012 Global
Financial Crisis was induced by enormous use of
derivatives, securitization and other risky financial
practices implying enormous accumulation of debts
(Wray, 2009; 2011b). In particular, at the end of this
crisis total financial derivatives „… reached perhaps $600
trillion – many times world GDP” (Wray, 2011a, p. 7).
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These reasoning may change the character of some
other theories and hypotheses. Consider Minskian
approach to the analysis of stagflation (Minsky, 1985;
1986). According to this theory, stagflation appears
because of the attempts of the government to smooth
out „a debt deflation”. „Stagflation is a substitute for a
big depression” (Minsky, 1985, p. 52). We think that
this statement is absolutely true only combined with
recognition of it as being endogenously inherent feature
of the inside money economy (in comparison with the
outside money economy). Broadly speaking, it can also
be true in relation to the effects of the expansionary
macroeconomic policy, if the problem of the redemption
of debts is important but not dominating factor in the
behavior of firms, and, at the same time, the firms try to
solve their problems by means of decreasing output and
rising prices, for example, in order to maintain an
appropriate level of the mark-up.
But in the opposite case, if the firms do not pursue
the profit-maximizing goal at all, and aspire only to get a
sufficient amount of revenue for the sake of the liquidation
of indebtedness, expansionary government policy in the
phase of slump generates not stagflation but the
disinflationary expansion. Why? As we have already
pointed out, the decreasing demand can force firms to
raise prices to escape from financial crash. We suppose
that the situation is possible when the increase in the
demand (caused by the government) can remove the
incentives to raise prices. If the firms simultaneously try
to stimulate the demand expansion by the prices decrease,
the emergence of disinflationary expansion becomes
evident. In the case of the US economy huge federal
budget deficit was, possibly, one of the factors contributed
to the disinflationary economic recovery in the 1980s
and an absence of another „Great Depression” after 2007
(but the „Great Recession” is turned out to be inevitable
(Whalen, 2012)). This conclusion can be used in the
controversies with the Monetarists and New Classical
economists arguing that any expansionary government
policy is either completely ineffective or stagflationary.
Actually the government can not only eliminate stagflation
in the inside money economy but also transform it into
non-inflationary prosperity. In such a „non-standard”
situation supply side policies may be... inflationary)! The
improvement of the production possibilities causes not
only the increase in output, but also inflation. The point
is that such event generates the increase in the output,
and this increase can be purchased by spenders only at
higher prices, because Fisher effect may matter! Inflation
can decrease the real burden of debts and allow the
businesses to dissave for the sake of the purchase of the
increased output produced by means of the improved
production possibilities.
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We must repeat that these „miracles” can end up
very quickly, after the majority of the firms and
households will meet their huge financial obligations. If a
slump is very severe and before the business firms were
able to redeem the debts, they had gone bankrupt, the
above events do not occur in reality and the „traditional”
macroeconomic relationships hold.
Moreover, the complicated macroeconomic
relationships of the inside money economy of the real
world cannot be fully described by the AS – AD model.
The point is that this model – as any supply-demand
model – is usually based on the assumption that producers
and spenders are price-takers. As we will remind below,
the modern inside money economy is oligopolistic and
the business firms possess the price control. This fact
makes the application of the AS – AD model in some
degree senseless. Therefore, the economists are forced
to make such special assumptions, as „ratchet effect” (it
means the price level downward rigidity when aggregate
demand falls in the conditions of mass unemployment;
that is to say, aggregate supply curve is horizontal under
demand contraction), in order to retain realistic elements
of this model under imperfect competition.
We believe, however, that the above reasoning – using
the language of AS and Ad relationships – can describe the
phase of recession with some degree of realism. The
decreases in the demand cause the business firms to raise
their prices in order to provide themselves with the revenue
which is sufficient for the redemption of financial
obligations. At the same time, firms may obtain funds not
by the price rise but by the means of the output expansion
at the decreasing prices (or decreasing inflation rates). We
suppose, however, that the former strategy takes place
when the demand is falling: and the latter strategy takes
place when the demand is low or is rising and/or Fisher
effect become negligible. If the firms follow the latter
strategy, and Fisher effect dominates, the debt-deflation is
possible. But, it seems to us, this possibility seems very
unlikely. Fisher effect matters when the threat of financial
collapse and credit crunches is very likely to occur, and
the firms try first to raise their prices. The increase of
output at the lower prices is carried out by the firms when
the above-mentioned threat becomes little less dangerous,
and Fisher effect is weaker than other (Pigou, Keynes and
net export) ones, but the redemption problem is still
important. These conclusions can be explained by means
of the fact of the demand inelasticity in the short run and
the one elasticity in the long run (Eichner, 1973). When
the demand is falling, and „a debt-depression is all around”,
firms are forced to obtain funds very quickly in order to
survive to liquidate their debts. They are ready to get the
immediate revenue gain (caused by the rise in the prices)
at the expense of the following decreasing revenue flow.
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When the redemption problem is important but not crucial,
firms can bring down prices in order to stimulate demand
and increase revenue in the „medium run”.
3. The Money Market
There is another reason for stagflation to take place
in the phase of contraction in the inside money economy.
The desire to redeem financial obligations in the recession
means the increase in the demand for money and, in the
absence of infinitely elastic supply of money, the rise in
the market interest rate. Interest rates become higher. As
Eichner (1973) has pointed out, the market interest rate
is one of the fundamental determinants of the markup
under oligopoly (we shall consider below the close
relationship between the domination of oligopolistic
structures and the domination of inside money). The
higher is the rate of interest, the higher is the mark-up
and, naturally, the higher prices will be. The point is that
the price in the conditions of „oligopolistic competition”
is a means of financing discretionary expenditures
(Eichner and Kregel, 1975). The price rise provides
additional finances for some or other oligopolistic firm.
As Eichner (1973) has believed, the interest rate is a
something like „a floor” for the mark-up increase by
some or other oligopolistic company. The interest rate
rise makes external finance expensive. Such increase in
the cost of external finance may force oligopolistic firm
to increase prices in order to get additional cash inflow.
Needless to say, that the interest rates rise usually before
and in the beginning of recession. The cyclical phase of
slump is the period of the rising and higher interest rates.
In the inside money economy (as we shall show below,
such economy cannot be „perfectly competitive”) the
rising and higher interest rates generate inflation. In the
phase of contraction any inflation becomes stagflation.
The process of creating new credit money can become
self-fulfilling in the inside money economy. This tendency
can be intensified in the recession because the increase
in the inside money stock in the phases of recovery and
boom inevitably leads to the huge payments of principal
and interest in the contraction. In this situation some firms
go bankrupt anyway, simply because these firms are
worse than the „average” companies. Such bankruptcies
mean the emergence of bad loans for some commercial
banks and other financial institutions. Needless to say
that these events cause the increase in the lender risk
(Keynes, 1936, p. 145; Minsky, 1986, p. 193). It is the
important factor of the rise of the „new inside money”
price, that is to say, the rise of the rate of interest. Banks,
of course, can provide new finances for the corporate
sector by means of managed liabilities, (and also
securitization and other financial practices). But the use
of such instruments is very expensive (Wolfson, 1995)
and inevitably forces banks to raise the „retail” interest

rates. As we have pointed out above, the increase in the
„price of money” in the oligopolistic economy leads to
the increase in the prices of goods and services. The
severe slumps in the 1974 – 1975 and 1980 – 1982 (and
also the 2007 – 2012 Global Financial Crisis) in the USA
and other advanced countries with the inside money
economy were (are) characterized by the decreasing
output and the rising interest rates and price level. The
slump of the 1990 – 1991 is the only exception with its
low inflation and interest rates (Wolfson, 1995).
4. Imperfect Competition and The Inside Money
Economy
Why is the inside money economy oligopolistic?
We think that the emergence and the spreading of inside
money are the response to the increase in the capitalintensity of the economy. The expensive investment with
long gestation period cannot be implemented without more
or less stable external finances. It is possible only when
the bank deposits are money and banks can finance their
activity not only by excess reserves, but also by
purchased funds (managed liabilities), in other words, in
the endogenous inside money economy. Endogenous
inside money is an inevitable ingredient of the economy
in which an expensive, and long period gestation
investment „rules the roost”. But the large-scale and longterm investment cannot be performed by „perfectly
competitive”, „polypolistic” firms. Such small
„polypolistic” firms cannot control their prices and have
no market power at all, and also possess too small own
(„entrepreneurial”) capital (Kalecki, 1956, p. 91 – 95).
In such conditions these firms cannot obtain funds,
sufficient for the expensive and long-term investments.
The atomistic competition economy is first of all a
consumption-oriented economy. It can be often very
unstable, but the problems of long-term investments,
mergers and acquisitions, leveraged buyouts, and financial
evolution (implying liability management, securitization
and use of derivatives, see Wray (2009)) are not central
to this type of the economy. Capital-intensification and
corresponding changes in the banking sector occur under
oligopolistic and other „imperfect” structures. The idea
of close relationship between the imperfect competition,
high capital-intensity and inside money was put forward
for the first time by H.P. Minsky (1977; 1985; 1986).
For example, he wrote:
Oligopoly and monopolistic competition are the
natural market structures for capital-intense industries.
Since investors and bankers demand some guarantee that
price competition will not occur, the paper-oriented world
of Wall Street anathematizes price competition among
producers (Minsky, 1986, p. 167).
In a capitalist economy money is tied up with the
process of creating and controlling capital assets… the
8
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creation of money is part of the mechanism by which a
surplus is in a capitalist economy money is tied up with
the process forced and allocated to the production of
particular investment goods. (Minsky, 1986, p. 223 – 224)
We cannot, however, agree that „money is tied up
with the process of creating and controlling capital assets”
in any „capitalist economy”. In the capitalist economy of
the XIX century money was outside and exogenous and
determined not by the actions of corporations and
financial institutions, but by the gold stocks. Likewise,
the money supply, for example, in Germany in the 1920s
was also outside and determined exclusively by the actions
of the government. In both cases the money creation
process was not tied up with physical and financial
investments at all. We think that the statement of Minsky
is true only for the inside money economy. This type of
money indeed appears and spreads with the capitalintensification under imperfect competition. The inside
money economy can function successfully only when
the business firms are capable of controlling their prices.
We do not believe that atomistic competition and
the long period gestation investment are inconsistent at
all. As Boyd and Blatt (1988) have demonstrated, in the
economy with exogenous outside (metallic) money the
investment activity is financed through the very unstable
stock market. According to that model, the firms sell
shares in order to finance their investment, and then issue
new shares in order to pay dividends on old shares (it is
a something like Ponzi finance!). The decrease in the
willingness of financial investors to buy shares generates
rapid and heavy crisis. In this model the financial
investors’ sector loses all money invested in the shares
in the phase of slump. It means that „financial
investments are irreversible” (Boyd and Blatt, 1988,
p. 74). We suppose that this irreversibility cannot be longrun feature of the market monetary economy. And we
believe that the case described by Boyd-Blatt model was
realistic, but not typical for the atomistic monetary
economy. The long “latency times” investments can be
executed systematically and without enormous losses for
some classes of the society only in the oligopolistic inside
money economy.
5. Keynes’s Theory of „Artificial Borrowers”
Keynes has described in the end of the second
volume of the Treatise on Money (1930) his theory of
„artificial borrowers”. According to the theory, in the
phase of recession „genuine borrowers”, who rely on
the expected yield of new investment, are displaced by
„artificial” ones, who rely on the need to redeem old
debts („distress” borrowers), or on the aspire to gain
from the (actual and expected) differences between
short-term and long-term interest rates („banking”
borrowers) or on the desire to make money on the stock
Економічний вісник Донбасу № 4 (30), 2012

exchange („speculative” borrowers). Keynes has
believed that such „artificial borrowing”, especially
„speculative borrowing”, can exacerbate economic
instability.
Unfortunately, this theory has been overlooked or
forgotten by many (may be even all) the Post Keynesians
(of course, I do not mention any mainstream
macroeconomic approaches). By the way, by means of
developing this theory, we can explain stagflation in the
period of recession in the inside money economy.
„Artificial borrowing” is by and large a feature of such
an economy in the phase of slump. It is a consequence
of the inside money supply growth in the expansion and
it can be carried out only if money are created inside the
economy. The actions of „artificial borrowers” generate
the interest rates rise, and under imperfect competition
such a rise is the reason for inflation in the recession,
that is to say, for stagflation. Furthermore, as we
mentioned above, „artificial” borrowers displace the
„genuine” ones; it means the decrease in the degree of
availability of finances for the long-term investment.
Aggregate demand falls, and if relationship between
aggregate supply and the price level has a negative slope,
stagflation takes place. In the outside (metallic or fiat)
money economy such events are impossible, because
the economic expansion is by and large not financed by
private debts, and there are no incentives and conditions
for the „artificial borrowing”.
It is interesting that Keynes has assumed the
exogeneity of money in his magnum opus (1936). The
endogenous inside money were in his focus in the Treatise
on Money and some articles published after the General
Theory in 1937 and 1939 (1937a; 1937b; 1939). The
theory of „artificial borrowing” had disappeared in the
works of Keynes after 1930. And the Post Keynesians
have „lost” this theory. Even Paul Davidson, who often
stressed (1972) the importance and the meaning of the
Treatise on Money, never mentioned this theory in his
brilliant works.
6. Summary and Conclusions
We can point out that stagflation is endogenously
inherent to the inside money economy. It is not always a
consequence of adverse supply shocks (according to the
Traditional Keynesians) or of the expansionary
government macroeconomic policy (according to
Monetarists and the New Classical economists).
Stagflation can take place in the inside money economy
without any exogenous shocks or „interventions”. It can
appear only in the cyclical phase of slump because of the
intentions of „imperfectly competitive” firms to avoid
immediately the „debt bankruptcies” in the conditions of
a „debt crisis” and the decrease in demand. The
domination of Fisher effect and the „very strong” desire
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to redeem the debts are the reasons for the inflation after
the demand contraction. Moreover, stagflation can also
take place in the inside money economy under the rising
and higher interest rates because in this situation the
business firms raise prices with the same abovementioned goals owing to the increase in the cost of
external finance. At the same time, stagflation is not
endogenously long run process in the inside money
economy. The redemption of debts by some firms and
the bankruptcies of other firms generate the „resurrection”
of the „traditional”, „standard” macroeconomic relations,
behaviors and goals. In particular, Fisher effect does not
always matter, in contrast with the point of view of some
Post Keynesians (Caskey and Fazzari, 1986). Stagflation
ends up. If, however, the process of the debts’ redemption
is slow and continues in the phases of „post-depression”
and „recovery”, there will be possibility of disinflationary
expansion. In any case inside money is the condition for
an existence of stagflation only in the „cyclical context”.
The common point in the Post Keynesian literature
is the importance of the difference between the „monetary
economy” and the „barter (or real exchange) economy”
(Keynes, 1973, p. 408 – 411; Chick, 1983, p. 1 – 12,
Carvalho, 1992, p. 1 – 53). We tried to show in this
paper that the difference between the „inside money
economy” and the „outside money economy” is not less
important. Involuntary unemployment is endogenously
inherent to the monetary economy and is not
endogenously inherent to the barter or real exchange
economy. Likewise, stagflation is endogenously inherent
to the inside money economy and is not endogenously
inherent to the outside money economy. It can appear in
the latter type of the economy, but only due to the
exogenous „shocks”, „interventions” and „disturbances”.
We think that the picking out of the meaning of inside
money can help to understand the causes of many
important problems of the modern advanced economies,
in particular, the causes of stagflation. It is very important
today, in the period of the 2007 – 2012 Global Financial
Crisis.
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Розмаинский И. В. Стагфляция во внутреннеденежной экономике: посткейнсианский взгляд
В статье осуществлена попытка разработки базирующейся на посткейнсианском подходе теории,
объясняющей, почему стагфляция может быть внутренне присуща современному рыночному хозяйству.
Очень важно, что такое хозяйство трактуется как „внутренне-денежная экономика”. Автор показывает, что
стагфляция неизбежна в такой экономике, когда контролирующие значения цен фирмы пытаются избежать
банкротств в условиях „долгового кризиса”, высоких
и/или растущих процентных ставок и уменьшения
совокупного спроса. Иными словами, во внутреннеденежной экономике рецессия всегда представляет
собой стагфляцию. В статье также показано, что
циклическая экспансия вкупе с погашением долгов
одними фирмами и банкротством других фирм
может избавить экономику от стагфляции, но лишь
до появления следующей рецессии. Все эти рассуждения могут быть очень важными в сегодняшнее
время глобального финансового кризиса.
Ключевые слова: стагфляция, внутренне-денежная экономика, деловые циклы, долговой кризис,
глобальный финансовый кризис.
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Rozmainsky I. V. Stagflation in the Inside
Money Economy: the Post Keynesian Perspective
The paper contains attempt to develop theory which
try to explain – in the Post Keynesian „spirit” – why can
stagflation be inherent in the modern market advanced
economy. The treatment of such economy as the „inside
money economy” is very important. The author shows
that stagflation is the inevitable feature of any recession
in the inside money economy, when price-controlling
firms try to avoid immediately the bankruptcies in the
conditions of a „debt crisis”, higher and/or rising interest
rates and decrease in the aggregate demand. In other
words, a recession in such economy is always a
stagflation. The paper also shows that cyclical expansion
together with redemption of debts by some firms and
the bankruptcies of other firms can deliver the economy
from stagflation, but only until the beginning of a next
recession. All this reasoning can be very important in the
current period of the 2007 – 2012 Global Financial Crisis.
Key words: Stagflation; Inside Money Economy;
Business Cycles; Debt Crisis; the 2007 – 2012 Global
Financial Crisis.

Розмаїнський І. В. Стагфляція у внутрішньогрошовій економіці: посткейнсіанський погляд
У статті зроблено спробу розробки теорії, що
базується на посткейнсіанському підході. Автор пояснює, чому стагфляція може бути властива внутрішньо сучасному ринковому господарству. Дуже
важливим є те, що таке господарство трактують як
„внутрішньо-грошову економіку”. Автор показує, що
стагфляція неминуча в такій економіці, коли контролюючі значення цін фірми намагаються уникнути банкрутств в умовах „боргової кризи”, високих і/або
таких, що ростуть відсоткових ставок і зменшення
сукупного попиту. Іншими словами, у внутрішньогрошовій економіці рецесія завжди є стагфляцією. У
статті також показано, що циклічна експансія, укупі
з погашенням боргів одними фірмами і банкрутством
інших фірм, може позбавити економіку від стагфляції,
але лише до появи наступної рецесії. Усі ці міркування на сьогодні дуже важливі, особливо в час глобальної фінансової кризи.
Ключові слова: стагфляція, внутрішньо-грошова
економіка, ділові цикли, боргова криза, глобальна
фінансова криза.
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